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Modern diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) acquires intricate volume datasets and bio-
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logical meaning can only be found in the relationship between its different measurements. Suitable
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strategies for visualizing these complicated data have been key to interpretation by physicians and
neuroscientists, for drawing conclusions on brain connectivity and for quality control. This article
provides an overview of visualization solutions that have been proposed to date, ranging from basic
grayscale and color encodings to glyph representations and renderings of fiber tractography. A particular focus is on ongoing and possible future developments in dMRI visualization, including comparative, uncertainty, interactive and dense visualizations.
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) has provided unprecedented in vivo data on the structure of tissues such as brain white matter and
muscle fibers. Visualization has become an essential tool for gaining insight into intricate dMRI data. At the same time, dMRI data have provided a
challenging new application for scientific visualization research, which had previously focused on scalar volumetric data and vector fields. Diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) has been one of the driving applications for the visualization of tensor fields. Since then, imaging protocols and diffusion
modeling have evolved and provide ever more complex information, such as distributions on the sphere or volumetric probability densities per
voxel, which continues to pose challenges for visualization.
Several previous surveys have summarized the state of the art regarding dMRI visualization, focusing initially on DTI1 and more recently on a
wider range of dMRI models.2 The overview in our article includes the most recent developments, puts a special focus on aspects that are complementary to previous surveys and reflects currently ongoing research, such as uncertainty or comparative visualization. An area of ongoing work that
we decided to omit is the visualization of connectivity networks. These methods are less specific to diffusion MRI, since similar graph‐based models
are also used in other modalities, such as functional MRI, and a careful explanation of the underlying concepts would not be possible within the
available space. We refer the interested reader to other recent surveys that include this topic.3,4
The structure of our survey is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce visualization strategies that reduce the complicated dMRI data to a single
grayscale or color. In Section 3, we focus on glyph visualizations, which allow for a more complete visualization of the available information. In
Section 4, we discuss different visualization strategies for the results of tractography techniques. In Section 5, modifications of volume rendering
and surface extraction techniques for dMRI data are reviewed. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and an outlook on future research in dMRI
visualization.
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G R A Y S C A L E A N D C O L O R EN C O D I N G S

Established visualization techniques are available for 3D grayscale or color images. Radiologists are trained to read series of 2D slice
images. Volume rendering, isosurfaces or ridge surfaces are also used to show three‐dimensional structures directly. An overview of these standard
visualization techniques is given by Preim and Botha.4
Abbreviations used: dMRI, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy; GPU, graphics processing unit; HiFIVE,
Hilbert Space Embedding of Fiber Variability Estimates; HOME, higher‐order maximum enhancing; LIC, line integral convolution; MD, mean diffusivity; ODF,
orientation distribution function; ROI, region of interest; TDI, track‐density imaging
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It is not straightforward to apply such techniques to images from diffusion MRI, since diffusion is a three‐dimensional process and is therefore
modeled as a tensor, a distribution on the sphere or a 3D diffusion propagator, i.e. a 3D probability density function. At each point in space, dMRI
acquires more information than can be encoded in a single grayscale or color value. Despite this, mapping at least some relevant aspects of the data
to grayscale or color is a simple and widely used strategy for dMRI visualization.
1. Scalar invariants
Scalars for dMRI visualization are commonly defined to be invariant under rotations of the frame of reference, so that they capture intrinsic
properties of anatomy rather than how subjects are positioned in the scanner. When the diffusion tensor model is used, invariance can be achieved
by defining measures in terms of its eigenvalues, which are commonly sorted such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3.
The most widely used measures in diffusion tensor imaging, shown in Figures 1(A) and (B), are fractional anisotropy (FA), which is normalized to
[0, 1] and quantifies the extent to which diffusion is isotropic (the same in all directions; FA=0) or directionally dependent (FA=1 when restricted to
a single direction),5 and mean diffusivity (MD), which quantifies the overall amount of diffusion.
Other popular scalar measures include axial diffusivity λ∥ = λ1 and radial diffusivity λ⊥ = (λ2 + λ3)/2, which assume a roughly axially symmetric
tensor λ1 ≫ λ2 ≈ λ3. An intuitive depiction of a diffusion tensor, shown in Figure 2(B) and discussed in more detail in Section 1, is an ellipsoid that
shows the directional dependence of the diffusion. The ellipsoid is built by aligning the axes with the eigenvectors and scaling with the eigenvalues.
Westin et al.6 propose to characterize these ellipsoids with three measures, cl, cp and cs, reflecting the extent to which they are roughly linear, planar or spherical in shape. A barycentric space is spanned by these extremes and illustrated in Figure 3(A). Maps of these measures are shown in
Figures 1(B)–(D). Linear shapes lead to high values of FA as well as cl; planar ellipsoids will cause low values of cl, but can still correspond to values
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
of FA up to 1=2 (see Figure 3A). Therefore, FA analysis is often complemented by a tensor mode,7 which reflects the continuum between linear
(prolate; mode = 1) and planar (oblate; mode = − 1) ellipsoids.
Many other scalar invariants have been derived based on more complex physical and microstructural models of diffusion MR data. Since it
would exceed our scope to provide a complete list and a survey of microstructural models is given within this issue by Novikov et al.,8 we will only
mention a few widely used measures that are based on the diffusion propagator.
The diffusion propagator is a three‐dimensional probability density function that captures the local probability of certain molecular displacements during the diffusion time. From it, scalars such as the probability for zero displacement, i.e. the return to origin probability (RTOP, shown in
Figure 1(C)), as well as the mean squared displacement,9 can be derived.
The diffusion tensor model corresponds to the assumption that the propagator can be expressed as a Gaussian distribution. Diffusional
kurtosis can be used to quantify the extent to which the true propagator deviates from Gaussianity10 and introduces mean, axial and radial kurtosis as additional scalar invariants. Figures 1(G)–(I) map these based on the equations from Tabesh et al.11; slightly different definitions exist in
the literature.12,13 Similar to measures of diffusivity, measures of diffusional kurtosis are affected by both microstructural changes and fiber
crossings.14
2. Color schemes for orientation
A widely used color scheme for estimated fiber directions maps the magnitude of the x, y and z components of the direction vector to the
brightness of the red, green and blue color channels, respectively (XYZ‐RGB).15 This makes it easy to recognize tracts that run left‐to‐right (red),
front‐to‐back (green) or top‐to‐bottom (blue), but impossible to distinguish between many oblique directions, cf. Figure 2. Even though it is impossible to create a continuous color mapping that avoids such ambiguities fully, alternative schemes have reduced them to a minimum (in mathematical
terms, to a set of measure zero16) or adapt the coloring to specific regions of interest17 to make more effective use of the available spectrum.
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G LY P H S

Glyphs, within the context of visualization, are iconographic or geometrical representations of the different variables from a data set.18 Glyphs
show multi‐dimensional information by encoding the different dimensions into properties such as shape or color. In contrast to the visualization
techniques discussed in the previous section, glyphs allow us to visualize the full information available at a given point. The main limitation of glyph
representations is that they put the focus on local information, which makes it more difficult to deduce global structures like fiber trajectories. It can
be seen in Figure 4(A) that this is especially problematic when placing glyphs on regular grids. Creating an irregular packing via energy minimization,
as in Figure 4(B), improves upon this by drawing more attention to continuous anatomical structures than to the discrete sampling pattern.19
1. DTI glyphs
Diffusion tensors can be represented as symmetric 3 × 3 matrices D and thus have six degrees of freedom. Tensor glyphs allow us to visualize
the full six‐dimensional information. The most straightforward glyph representation of a diffusion tensor is an ellipsoid20 that is defined as the set
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FIGURE 1

Scalar maps of diffusion MRI data can be created by modeling it with diffusion tensors (A, B, D, E, F), diffusional kurtosis (G, H, I) or
diffusion propagators (C)

{x| xTD−2x = 1}; see Figures 2(B) and 4(A). The axes of these ellipsoids are aligned with the eigenvectors and scaled by the eigenvalues, which makes
them easy to interpret.
It has been proposed that, compared with ellipsoids, boxes and cylinders make it easier to identify the main directions due to their sharper
edges. Another alternative was proposed by Westin et al.6 and was formed by combining a stick scaled by cl, a disk scaled by cp and a sphere scaled
by cs.
It is important that the user obtains the necessary information from a visual encoding and is not misled by it. In tensor glyph design, properties that are relevant to fulfil this goal have been identified as symmetry, continuity and disambiguity.21 Symmetry relates to the fact that
eigenvectors have no sign and that, if two eigenvalues are the same, the rotation of the glyph in the space spanned by their eigenvectors
should not change the glyph. Boxes clearly violate this condition by showing arbitrary eigenvectors in the case of repeated eigenvalues. For
continuity, slight changes in the tensor should be reflected as slight changes in the glyph. This is violated by cylinders, which require a sudden
flip of the axis halfway between the linear and planar cases. Disambiguity means that different tensors should be easy to distinguish. This last
property is not fulfilled by ellipsoids since, up to surface shading, quite different 3D ellipsoids can project to the same ellipse in the two‐
dimensional image.
Kindlmann22 proposed a superquadric glyph representation that meets these requirements by interpolating between spheres, cylinders and
boxes, as shown in Figures 2(C) and 4(B). These glyphs fulfil all properties and are considered the state of the art for glyph‐based tensor visualization. Fast generation of the glyphs is important for appropriate interaction. Pre‐computed lookup tables of glyph shapes21 or ray casting23 can be
used for acceleration.
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(B)

(C)

(A)

(D)

FIGURE 2 A. The XYZ‐RGB color code provides a quick overview of main diffusion directions. B–D. As can be seen from the glyph visualizations,
similar colors (arrows in A) are sometimes assigned to quite different orientations. The area for which glyphs are shown is indicated by the yellow
box in A

(A)
FIGURE 3

(B)

Westin's barycentric space of tensor shapes, color coded according to FA. A, Ellipsoids. B, Superquadric glyphs

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 4 A, A regular placement. B,
Compared with this, glyph packing emphasizes
visually continuous anatomical structures
more than the discrete sampling grid. Images
kindly provided by Gordon Kindlmann
(University of Chicago)

2. ODF glyphs
If multiple fiber populations are present within the same voxel, the diffusion tensor model cannot capture their individual orientations. Therefore, two families of orientation distribution functions (ODFs) have been introduced. Diffusion ODFs specify the overall amount of diffusion in a
given direction, integrated over all displacement magnitudes.24,25 Fiber ODFs typically arise from deconvolution approaches and specify the fraction of fibers that run in a given direction.26
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In both cases, ODFs are density functions ϕ(u) on the sphere. The most widely used ODF glyph, shown in Figures 2(D) and 5(A), is constructed
by scaling each point u on the unit sphere according to the value ϕ(u). It generalizes the Reynolds glyph used in geomechanics27 and is known under
different names in the context of ODFs, including ‘(spherical) polar plot’,24,25 ‘parametrized surface’ 28 or ‘HARDI glyph’.29 Even though ODFs generally exhibit antipodal symmetry ϕ(u) = ϕ(−u), this glyph can also be used for ODF‐like objects with no such symmetry.30,31
Peaks in the polar plot are often taken to indicate major fiber directions and the perception of their directions is often enhanced by color coding each surface point with the standard XYZ‐RGB scheme.24-26 Optionally, the number and directions of ODF maxima can be emphasized by color
coding each point according to its associated maximum rather than its own direction and the fact that broader peaks result in a greater directional
uncertainty can be accounted for by modulating saturation according to the curvature.32 These two strategies are compared in Figures 5(A) and (B).
The angular contrast in some types of ODFs is subtle and it can make sense to enhance it visually by mapping the minimum and maximum
radius to fixed values.25 In other models, the absolute magnitude of ODF values carries relevant information and should thus be preserved in
the visualization.33
Generating polar plots is straightforward. However, displaying many of them at interactive frame rates requires specific techniques from computer graphics, such as Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)‐based ray‐casting29,34 or levels of detail and view frustum culling.32 An alternative way to
enable interactive exploration, including remotely via network connections, is to pre‐compute a large set of slice images.35
Creating polar plots from diffusion tensors results in ‘peanut‐shaped’ diffusivity profiles rather than the more widely used ellipsoids.28 A direct
generalization of tensor ellipsoids has been formulated based on a higher‐order tensor representation of ODFs.36 Since the resulting shapes exhibit
sharper maxima than polar plots, they have been named higher‐order maximum enhancing (HOME) glyphs.32 Figure 5 presents a direct comparison
between polar plots (A,B) and HOME glyphs (C).
3. Glyphs for comparative visualization
The glyph visualizations presented until now provide the full information at a local position in one individual data set. However, there are many
cases in which the interest is in identifying the differences between multiple data sets, rather than just visualizing a single one. Some such applications are understanding the relationship between acquisition protocols and diffusion models, the identification of differences in diffusion characteristics due to pathologies or the evaluation of registration or filtering algorithms.
Comparative visualization refers to the use of visual representations to understand the differences and similarities between two or multiple
data sets. The main general strategies37 are juxtaposition, superposition and explicit encoding. Juxtaposition is setting two images side by side
and is used most commonly. It is straightforward to implement, but relies on the viewer's memory, which makes it challenging to notice all differences. For instance, Hotz et al.38 used juxtaposition to compare interpolation schemes and Schultz et al.39 juxtaposed to compare the uncertainty
variation between two acquisition schemes with different echo times.

(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 5 A. ODFs are most frequently rendered as polar plots. B. Points are colored according to the associated maximum to emphasize number
and directions of peaks visually; saturation is reduced for broader peaks. C. Higher‐order maximum enhancing glyphs generalize diffusion tensor
ellipsoids and indicate the directions of peaks more precisely through their sharper shape
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Superposition puts objects in the same frame of reference. It provides direct comparison but suffers from occlusion and visual clutter; see
Figure 6(A). As discussed by Zhang et al.,40 transparency can alleviate occlusion; however, interpretation remains challenging. Examples of the
superposition strategy can be seen in Jones et al.41 based on the ellipsoid glyph. Recently, Abbasloo et al.42 presented a strategy in which glyphs
are rendered in complementary colors and composed in image space to improve the perception of differences.
Explicit encoding involves computing and visually encoding the differences directly. Zhang et al.40 designed the Tender (‘tensor difference’)
glyph to analyze the differences between two second‐order tensors, identifying the separate factors that contribute to the differences. A symmetric second‐order tensor can be decomposed into three components: tensor scale, shape and orientation, which are easy to interpret.7 Tender glyphs
use a coherent way to calculate the distance explicitly for each of these factors. The visual encoding is based on a checkerboard pattern for the
shape, color for the scale and an angle glyph for the orientation, as shown in Figure 6(C).
4. Glyph encodings of uncertainty
Noise in diffusion MR measurements propagates through the modeling pipeline and results in uncertainty in derived quantities, including fiber
directions, diffusion tensors and orientation distribution functions. This uncertainty can be estimated from repeated acquisitions or with model‐
based bootstrapping.43 Visualizing the uncertainty can help assess measurement precision, which often varies throughout the brain, and guide
selection of acquisition schemes and models.
Fiber directions are among the main parameters of interest that are derived from diffusion MRI. Visualizing uncertainty in those directions is
similar to visualizing uncertain vector fields, for which a range of glyph‐based techniques exist.44 In diffusion MRI, cones of uncertainty are a popular depiction, indicating the main direction and a confidence interval around it.45
Figure 7 compares such cones of uncertainty with the HiFiVE glyph, which instead indicates a main direction (as colored double cones) and a
density estimate of the uncertainty around it (as a gray surface). This reveals asymmetries in uncertainty that remain hidden when using cones. The
name HiFiVE stems from the mathematical derivation, from a Hilbert Space Embedding of Fiber Variability Estimates.39 When multiple fiber compartments are modeled within the same voxel, the Expectation Maximization algorithm can be used to ensure that this does not inflate estimates of
uncertainty in their individual directions.46
Depicting the full uncertainty in the diffusion tensor is a far more complex task, since it affects not only eigenvectors but also properties such
as mean diffusivity and anisotropy. Moreover, variations in different properties might be correlated with each other. Basser et al.47 propose to
model this with a tensor normal distribution and they derive a glyph representation of the overall variance in each direction, as well as a composite
glyph that depicts the eigentensors of the fourth‐order covariance. Abbasloo et al.42 argue that it is more intuitive to display how the principal
modes of variation affect a specific diffusion tensor. Therefore, they add ±3 standard deviations along each mode to the mean tensor and overlay
the resulting glyphs.
Since orientation distribution functions have even more degrees of freedom than diffusion tensors, it becomes increasingly difficult to estimate
their complete variance and covariance reliably and to visualize it in an interpretable manner. Jiao et al.48 present an initial approach to this problem,
which estimates and volume‐renders the probability of each point being on the inside of a polar ODF glyph.
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F I B ER T RA C K I N G

Fiber tracking or tractography reconstructs the trajectories of major white matter tracts. A variety of algorithms for fiber tracking have been proposed and are surveyed by Jeurissen et al.49 within this issue. In the following, we will focus on how to visualize the results of tractography, starting
with the most widely used streamline‐based and dense representations, then moving on to streamsurfaces, visual encodings of uncertainty and
techniques that visualize fiber bundlesas a whole.

(A)
FIGURE 6

(B)

(C)

Example of comparative visualization techniques for two synthetic data sets identified in red and blue, one of which is shown in
Figure 3. A. Superposition of two data sets. B. Tender glyphs in the barycentric space. C. Detail view of an individual tender glyph. Differences
in shape are visible in the checkerboard pattern, luminance encodes scale and an angle glyph explicitly encodes the difference in orientation
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(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)
FIGURE 7 A. Region of interest. B. Cones of uncertainty show a 95% confidence angle around the mean fiber direction. C. A closeup illustrates
that cones (top) always suggest cylindrical symmetry, while the gray surfaces from the HiFiVE glyphs (bottom) distinguish between symmetric
(left) and unsymmetric cases (right), where uncertainty is highest within some plane. D.HiFiVE glyphs visualize possible alternative directions as a
density estimate around the main direction

1. Streamline rendering
Fiber tracking results in curves that are most commonly rendered as thin lines,50 illuminated streamlines51 or cylindric tubes,52 the shading of
which helps to convey their three‐dimensional trajectories (see Figure 8).
When using the diffusion tensor model, streamtubes have been used to encode information about the second and third eigenvector fields in
cross‐sectional shapes such as cross shapes, ellipses54 (see Figure 8E) and superquadrics.46 They had previously been proposed for the visualization
of tensor fields in solid mechanics and fluid dynamics, where they were called hyperstreamlines.55 Color54 and texture56,57 have been used as additional visual channels.
Models for multi‐fiber tractography contain even richer information at each point in space. It has been visualized by placing ODF glyphs along
the curve58 or by creating hyperstreamlines with cross‐sections indicating secondary fiber directions.59
In streamline visualizations, the number and placement of curves are important factors, since using too many leads to visual clutter, while relevant structures might be missed when using too few or placing them inadequately.60 Strategies that have addressed this within the context of
diffusion imaging include a dense initial sampling, based on which a smaller set of long and representative streamlines is selected,54 and a greedy
strategy that seeds new streamlines incrementally sufficiently far away from all existing ones and terminates them if they come too close to an
existing one.61
To achieve interactive frame rates when rendering results from whole‐brain tractography, the programmable shader units on modern
graphics hardware can be used to achieve the visual impression of cylindric tubes despite the use of greatly simplified planar geometry.56 This
has been done using iterative ray casting62 or textures that emulate exact shading63 or by mixing techniques depending on the level of
detail.57
Even though local surface shading conveys surface orientation, the visual complexity of tractography images can make it difficult to recognize exact three‐dimensional structures and the spatial relationship of different fibers to each other. Therefore, cues from global illumination,
such as physically realistic64 or real‐time approximative shadows,65 have been added (see Figure 11A). Alternatively, illustrative techniques, such
as rendering curves completely in black and using haloes to convey their depth ordering,65 have drawn their inspiration from traditional medical
illustration.67
Initial attempts have been made to use immersive virtual environments68 or large and stereoscopic screens to improve tractography visualization, but it has so far proven difficult to demonstrate a clear benefit in terms of task accuracy or completion time.69
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(A)

(B)

(D)
FIGURE 8

(C)

(E)

Illustration of different visualization alternatives for tractography results. Images generated using vIST/e53

2. Dense visualization
Streamline tractography results are highly dependent on seeding strategies. In contrast, dense visualizations display information everywhere,
without dependence on seeding. In this section, we will present dense visualizations derived from fiber tractography, in analogy to methods from
flow visualization that are called dense or texture‐based.70
Spot noise71 and line integral convolution (LIC)72 are the first published techniques on dense flow visualization. LIC is the most popular and is
based on synthetically generated noise images that are convolved along characteristic curves of the vector field; see Figure 9(A). A multitude of
extensions of these approaches exist, such as computational optimizations73,74 and extensions to tensor fields.75,76 Even though generalization
to 3D exists,77,78 dense visualization techniques are most effective for 2D, since for 3D occlusion becomes a severe problem.
LIC has been applied in cardiac DTI along the two principal eigenvector directions to visualize the sheet structure of the myocardium79 and in
brain DTI either along the major eigenvector field80 or, in a multi‐pass fashion, along all eigenvector fields.75 More recently, it has also been used to
texture surfaces81 and been extended to multiple fiber directions.82
Track‐density imaging (TDI)83,84 is based on tracing a huge number of fiber tracts (e.g. 2.5 million) by seeding randomly throughout the whole
brain and using probabilistic tractography. Then, a high‐resolution grid is generated on top of the fibers and voxel intensities reflect the number of
fiber tracks that go through each voxel. The idea of TDI is that global information from tractography allows for an increased resolution (i.e. super
resolution). The resulting images are similar to histopathology results, which provide a good anatomical contrast,84 shown in Figures 9(B) and (C).
There is a strong similarity between TDI and LIC, if we consider the random seed locations in TDI as a sparse noise texture for LIC and
assume a long and uniform convolution kernel.
3. Streamsurfaces
When using the diffusion tensor model, fiber tracking traces curves along the major eigenvector field and is limited to regions of linear tensor
shapes (λ1 ≫ λ2 ≈ λ3).

(A)

(B)

(C)

A. Example of LIC visualizations of a 2D flow field generated using IBFV71 B. TDI results at the level of the thalamus. C. The
corresponding histological sections from a different subject in a similar area. Image obtained from Calamante et al.72

FIGURE 9
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As a seemingly natural extension, visualization of regions of planarity (i.e. λ1 ≈ λ2 ≫ λ3) has been proposed by integrating surfaces that are everywhere tangential to the major and medium eigenvector fields. In analogy to streamlines, these surfaces have been named streamsurfaces54 and have
been combined with streamlines in a system for diffusion tensor tractography.61
It is worth noting that, in contrast to streamlines, streamsurfaces are only well‐defined mathematically if the vector fields from which they are
derived satisfy an integrability condition in terms of their Lie bracket.54 Results in Schultz et al.85 suggest that this condition is not met in all planar
regions. As an alternative surface‐based visualization of planar regions that does not depend on eigenvector integrability, ridge surfaces of Westin's
cp (cf. Section 1) can be shown.85
Interestingly, it has been proposed recently that fiber pathways in humans and four nonhuman primates indeed form sheet structures.86 Formally checking integrability is a topic of ongoing investigation.87-89
4. Visualizing uncertainty in tractography
The uncertainty in estimated fiber directions, which we discussed in Section 4, propagates into the results of fiber tractography. Measures of
local uncertainty have been visualized by mapping them onto the cross‐sections of streamtubes.46,90 Probabilistic tractography goes beyond such
local models by capturing how uncertainty accumulates during tracking.91 For each seed point, it traces a large number of curves, for which
visualization is challenging.92
Superimposing all streamlines produced by a probabilistic technique does not convey a clear impression of which regions contain the most
likely connections.93,94 Color‐coding the probability with which streamlines from a specific seed region traverse a given voxel is another simple
and widely used visualization,91,93-95 but one limited in its ability to convey three‐dimensional shape.
Confidence intervals of three‐dimensional bundle geometry have been recovered from sets of streamlines by constructing geometric hulls that
wrap a varying fraction of streamlines,96 based on topological analysis97 and the assumption that the possible connections between two given
endpoints are Gaussian‐distributed.98,99 To reduce visual complexity, confidence intervals have also been rendered using illustrative techniques,100
as shown in Figure 10(A).
Since there is no fully objective way of setting the stopping criteria that are part of most tractography methods, their choice constitutes
another source of uncertainty. Brecheisen et al.101 present a system that can be used to explore their effect systematically and to identify regions
in parameter space in which results are stable (see Figure 10B). A related work by Jiao et al.102 additionally accounts for parameters such as integration step size or the choice of tractography algorithm.
5. Interaction and bundle visualization
Despite the use of advanced rendering techniques,65,66 interpreting renderings of whole brain tractography as in Figure 11(A) remains challenging. The overwhelming amount of data being visualized makes it difficult to perceive shapes clearly and to interact with the large number of
fibers.
To deal with clutter and occlusion, visualization systems often follow the strategy ‘overview first, zoom and filter, then details on
demand’.103 It emphasizes the role of interaction to leverage the knowledge of the user, who is put in a position to identify, select and summarize information. In dMRI visualization, tracts are often seeded or filtered manually, e.g. by delineating regions of interest (ROIs) on 2D
slices which show a color mapping (cf. Section 2). Fiber tracts can be included or excluded, depending on whether they pass through one
or several ROIs.104
In exploration systems, real‐time interaction is of major importance. Blaas et al.105 use acceleration techniques to allow for interactive selection
of pre‐computed fiber tracts through 3D widgets such as cubes. Techniques for real‐time generation of tractography have also been proposed.106,107 Streamline selection beyond the use of ROIs has been explored for general flow visualization,108 as well as for tractography. Tax
et al.109 presented a technique where visibility is determined by the orientation of fiber tracts in relation to the viewer. Sherbondy et al.110

FIGURE 10

A. This illustrative rendering
shows three different confidence intervals of
the optic radiation, with a volume rendering
for context.100 B. Visualization of sensitivity to
stopping criteria threshold for corona radiata
streamlines. High variability in color indicates
sensitivity to threshold.101 Images generated
with vIST/e53
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developed a query language that allows selections based on characteristics beyond the fiber geometry, including additional information such as
from functional MRI.
Since selecting fiber bundles in 3D views is challenging, Chen et al.111 and Jianu et al.112 use a 2D embedding in which fibers are represented
by points, which are close to each other if the corresponding 3D streamlines are similar. In their system, selections are made in several linked 2D
views, including the 2D embedding and dendrograms, and are reflected in a 3D view. Jianu et al.113 also developed a more intuitive representation
of the 2D embedding.
A grouping of streamlines that has been achieved manually or using automated techniques114,115 is often conveyed by assigning one color per
bundle, as in Figure 11(B). Alternatively, surfaces have been wrapped around the clustered fibers,96,116 which is challenging when bundles have
complex geometries. Van Otten et al.117 propose a focus and context method where abstract illustrative techniques are used for the context bundles (see Figure 11C), while more detailed representations are used for the focus. Interaction with exploded views is presented to reduce the occlusion while preserving the context.
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VOLUME RENDERING

From 2D slice views, as shown in Section 2, the user has to reconstruct three‐dimensional structures mentally, which is a tedious task even for
trained users. Therefore, techniques that render the three‐dimensional volume into a single image have been extended for diffusion MRI.
Such volume‐rendering methods are commonly divided into two categories: indirect volume rendering is based on first extracting geometric representations, while direct volume rendering produces images without such an intermediate representation.4
1. Indirect volume visualization
Indirect volume visualization is based on geometric representations, such as curves or surfaces. Since curves and surfaces from fiber tracking
were already discussed in Section 4, we will now deal with complementary techniques, which are based on the scalar invariants from Section 2. A
classical example is isosurfaces, i.e. sets of points at which a scalar field equals some constant isovalue. When applied to anisotropy measures,
isosurfaces provide an outline of core white matter structures.118
Another example is ridges, which are located where a scalar field is locally maximal. Since FA tends to be largest at the center of fiber bundles,
ridges in FA have been used to visualize what has been referred to as a white matter skeleton.119 Ridge curves and surfaces have been extracted
based on Eberly's formalization.120 Ridge surfaces as in Figures 12(C,E) capture sheet‐like tracts, while ridge curves are more suitable for tubular
tracts such as the cingulum bundle.121 Valley surfaces are located at local minima of FA and capture interfaces between adjacent, but differently oriented, bundles,119 as shown in Figures 12(B,D,F). To localize ridges reliably, one must account for differences in their spatial scale, which are caused by
variations in the thickness of fiber bundles. Scale‐space analysis can be used to extract ridges at the scale at which they are most salient.122,123
FA ridges are closely related to the FA skeleton that is used for statistical analysis in tract‐based spatial statistics.124 In the latter case, skeletons
are extracted in group‐averaged FA maps using non‐maximum suppression and are represented as sets of voxels rather than polygonal curves or
triangle meshes.
2. Direct volume rendering
Direct volume rendering is based on defining a transfer function, which maps the data at each point to color and opacity. According to these
values, the emission and absorption of light at each point is simulated and an image is captured with a virtual camera .125 Transfer functions for data
from diffusion tensor imaging have been defined based on Westin's measures,6 diffusion‐tensor orientation or reaction–diffusion textures that can
be generated from the diffusion tensors. Lighting computations that account for tensor anisotropy and orientation have also been used.126
Direct volume rendering of diffusional kurtosis has been performed by multiplying the directionally dependent values of kurtosis with a local
distribution of incoming light and integrating the result over the sphere to obtain color and opacity. When the incoming light depends on the eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor, this makes it possible to achieve an effect similar to visualizing axial or radial kurtosis.127

FIGURE 11

(A)

(B)

(C)

A. Full brain tractography
rendering using illuminated streamlines and
shadows. B. Traditional bundle visualization. C.
Illustrative based bundle rendering from Otten
et al.117 Images generated using vIST/e53
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

FIGURE 12

FA ridge and valley surfaces in
the brainstem region, highlighted in A. FA
ridges are surfaces of locally maximal FA and
capture the cores of sheet‐like tracts. They are
illustrated (C) with and (E) without context
from slice images. D, F. FA valleys are surfaces
of locally minimal FA and separate nearby, but
differently oriented fiber bundles. B.
Illustration of this, in the context of
tractography. Brain dataset courtesy of
Gordon Kindlmann (University of Chicago) and
Andrew Alexander (W. M. Keck Laboratory for
Functional Brain Imaging and Behavior,
University of Wisconsin‐Madison)
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C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T LO O K

Diffusion MRI provides intricate data that pose complex visualization challenges. Since information density is too high to encode the available data
fully into a single image, we have discussed a set of complementary visualization techniques, each representing a different type of visual abstraction. Their combined interactive use is key to obtaining comprehensive insights.
The ongoing technical progress in dMRI continues to increase the complexity of the resulting data and pose new challenges for visualization.128
Combined visualization of dMRI with other information such as from functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) will be relevant to gaining scientific insight, as well as for personalized treatment, e.g. in neurosurgery. Effective visualizations will be based on a careful analysis of these complex tasks. Facilitating access to the resulting visualization tools, e.g. through web‐based solutions,35,129 is another important aspect.
Visualizing the uncertainty that arises from measurement noise or choice of models is important to avoid false conclusions. For scientific studies, it is important to connect visual and statistical tools for analyzing dMRI data, e.g. to compare healthy or patient populations and to identify biomarkers. Even though we summarized the work that has been done on uncertainty and group visualization so far, this line of research is still in its
infancy.
Finally, structural connectivity networks can be derived from dMRI. Even though we had to exclude this topic from our survey, we expect to
see more and important work on this in the future.
In summary, even though dMRI visualization has evolved considerably in the last two decades, facilitating better insight into dMRI data and
creating images with aesthetic appeal to a wide audience,130 we believe that important work is still ahead of us, both in terms of addressing the
visualization challenges of new dMRI variants and models and in terms of techniques for statistical and comparative visualization, as well as for
brain connectivity.
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